行事予定

2007年
3/14～3/16 PHYTRA1・The First International Conference on Physics and Technology of Reactors and Applications
Kenzi Farah Hotel, Marrakech, Morocco
http://www.fst.ac.ma/gmtr/phytra1/phytra1.html
名古屋大学

3/26～3/31 Nuclear Physics in Astrophysics III, XXI International Nuclear Physics Divisional Conference of the European Physical Society
Dresden, Germany
http://www.fzd.de/db/Cms?pNid=1429

Monterey Marriott, Monterey, California, USA
http://mc-sna07.nuc.berkeley.edu/

4/22～4/26 ICONE15・15th International Conference on Nuclear Engineering
Nagoya Congress Center, Nagoya, Japan
http://www.icone15.org/

4/22～4/27 ND2007・International Conference on Nuclear Data for Science and Technology
Nice, France

5/13～5/18 ICAPP 2007・2007 International Congress on Advances in Nuclear Power Plants
Nice, France
http://www3.inspi.ufl.edu/icapp07/index.html

5/20～5/24 9th International Spring Seminar on Nuclera Physics, Changing Facets of Nuclear Structure
Vico Equense, Italy
http://vico07na.infn.it/index.php

5/28～5/31 ICNC·2007・Eighth International Conference on Nuclear Criticality Safety
Saint Petersburg, Russia

5/31～6/2 DREB2007・Direct Reactions with Exotic Beams
RIKEN, Wako, Saitama, Japan
http://rarfaxp.riken.jp/DREB2007/

6/3~6/8 ICENES2007 - 13th International Conference on Emerging Nuclear
Energy Systems
Istanbul, Turkey
http://www.icenes2007.org/

6/3~6/8 INPC2007 - 23rd International Nuclear Physics Conference
Tokyo International Forum, Tokyo, Japan

6/4~6/7 ICNRP-07 · 6th International Conference on Nuclear and Radiation
Physics
Almaty, Republik of Kazakhstan
http://www.inp.kz/conference/indexeng.php?part=1

6/11~6/14 NS07 · International Workshop on Nuclear Structure: New Pictures
in the Extended Isospin Space
Yukawa Institute for Theoretical Physics, Kyoto, Japan
http://wwwnucl.ph.tsukuba.ac.jp/NS07/

6/25~6/29 NUCLEUS-2007 · International Conference on Fundamental
Problems of Nuclear Physics, Atomic Power Engineering and Nuclear
Technologies
Voronezh, Russia
http://www.ianthompson.org/surrey/confs/First_Circular_Nucleus_2007.htm

Lund, Sweden

7/19~7/21 ISORD-4 · 4th International Symposium on Radiation Safety and
Detection Technology
Hanyang University, Seoul, KOREA
http://www.isord-4.org/

7/24~7/27 Nuclear Astrophysics, Beyond the First 50 Years
California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California
http://www.na2007.caltech.edu/

7/30~8/2 AccApp'07 · 8th International Technical Meeting on the Nuclear
Applications of Accelerator Technology
Pocatello, Idaho, USA

9/2~9/7 CHEP'07 · International Conference on Computing in High Energy
and Nuclear Physics
Victoria BC, Canada

9/9～9/13  GLOBAL '07
Boise, Idaho, USA
http://nuclear.inel.gov/global07/

9/9～9/14  International Conference on Exotic Nuclei and Atomic Masses
Mazurian Lakes, Poland

9/10～9/14  FINUSTAR-2 · 2nd International conference on Frontiers In Nuclear
Structure, Astrophysics and Reactions
Agios Nikolaos, Crete, Greece
http://www.jinaweb.org/events/finustar07.html

9/23～9/28  TAN07 · 3rd International Conference on The Chemistry and Physics
of The Transactinide Elements
Davos, Switzerland
http://tan07.web.psi.ch/index.html

9/30～10/5  ISFNT-8 · Eighth International Symposium on Fusion Nuclear
Technology
Heidelberg, Germany
http://iwrwww1.fzk.de/isfnt/

11/17～11/21  NUPPAC'07 · 6th International Conference on Nuclear and Particle
Physics
Luxor, Egypt
http://www.geocities.com/Athens/Library/7348/NUPPAC_07.html

最新の情報は http://wwwndc.tokai-sc.jaea.go.jp/Mtgs/index.html をご覧ください。